




The ___________ of 1068, 1069 and 1079 showed William that the 

powerful Anglo-Saxon earls could not be ________. 

He took their _____ and granted them to his loyal Norman 

followers instead. He was careful not to give anyone too much land, 

not even his closest friends. Land was ______ because it provided 

large amounts of money and men to fight in your armies. The 

______________ earls had owned too much land and been too 

powerful for the Anglo-Saxon kings to control. 

Before 1066, there were around 4,000 _______ (local lords) in 

England. In the Anglo-Saxon rebellions the thegns had ___________ 

their Earls like Edwin and Morcar. Eadric the Wild and 

__________________were also examples of powerful thegns who 

led rebellions of their own. 

However, by 1087 these thegns were no longer a ______. Their 

Anglo-Saxon earls had been replaced by Norman tenants-in-chief 

and most thegns had been forced into being _____ to their Norman 

lords in order to keep what little land they still owned. Any thegns 

that resisted had been made landless and powerless and most of 

these had left the ________. 

The ___________ of 1068, 1069 and 1079 showed William that the 
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large amounts of money and men to fight in your armies. The 

______________ earls had owned too much land and been too 

powerful for the Anglo-Saxon kings to control. 

Before 1066, there were around 4,000 _______ (local lords) in 

England. In the Anglo-Saxon rebellions the thegns had ___________ 

their Earls like Edwin and Morcar. Eadric the Wild and 

__________________were also examples of powerful thegns who 

led rebellions of their own. 

However, by 1087 these thegns were no longer a ______. Their 

Anglo-Saxon earls had been replaced by Norman tenants-in-chief 

and most thegns had been forced into being _____ to their Norman 

lords in order to keep what little land they still owned. Any thegns 

that resisted had been made landless and powerless and most of 

these had left the ________. 

Anglo-Saxon / country / rebellions / power / supported / lands / 

trusted / thegns / loyal / Hereward the Wake / threat

Anglo-Saxon / country / rebellions / power / supported / lands / 

trusted / thegns / loyal / Hereward the Wake / threat



Landholding under the Anglo-Saxons

Under Edward the Confessor there were two main types of 
landholding:

- Bookland: This was where you had a special charter (like 
a contract) that proved you owned the land. This 
ownership could be sold to others or passed down to 
your heirs.

- Leases: Land could be loaned to someone for money. It 
would be loaned for a set period of time. These leases 
could last for multiple generations.

Landholding in Anglo-Saxon England came with duties as 
well:

- Military: If you owned land you had to provide men for 
the fyrd. For every five hides on your land you had to 
provide one solider.

- Tax: If you owned land you had to pay tax to your lord, a 
peasant paid a thegn, a thegn paid an earl , an earl paid 
the king.

If you failed to pay or provide soldiers, you could lose your 
land. If a son took over his fathers land (after he died) they 
had to pay a tax to their lord.

Landholding under the Normans

- Under Edward the Confessor there was only one 
landowner – the king. He owned everything. Everyone 
else essentially rented their land from him. 

- Anglo-Saxon landholders now had to pay William for the 
right to continue using their land.

- If William gave land to his followers, they did not need to 
pay him. 

- When a landholder died the land was returned to 
William. If they had an heir, that heir needed to pay a tax 
to William in order to keep control of the land.

- Anyone acting against the king could lose their land.

The Tenants-in-Chief

- William’s new tenants-in-chief had a lot of powers. They 
were allowed to reallocate any land they controlled when 
their thegns died. 

- They could immediately take land off anyone who acted 
against them without asking the king for permission.

- This meant that Anglo-Saxon thegns had to keep their 
Norman lords happy in order to hold onto their land



Brains in 
Gear 

Quick 6!

How many people were killed or starved during the Harrying of the North?

What island did Hereward the Wake hold out on?

Identify one fact each about the first, second and third Northern Rebellions of 
1069:

How did William defeat Edwin and Morcar’s rebellion?

Identify two features of Motte and Bailey Castles:

How did William reward his Norman followers? How did he reward Anglo-
Saxons who submitted?
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100,000

The Isle of Ely

1st – Robert Cumin / 2nd – York castles built / 3rd – King Sweyn

Marched north slowly building castles

Palisade / drawbridge / motte (hill) / bailey (courtyard area) / 
keep / strategic locations / base / project power / small

Normans: Money, land / Anglo-Saxons: keep positions
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- Describe the Northern Rebellions

- Explain how they affected William.

- Make a judgment about how William was able to beat 
them.
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1. What are some of the differences of land under 
the Anglo-Saxons and land under William?

2. Why do these changes give William more 
power?



The Landholding Revolution

Between 1066 and 1087, the entire Anglo-Saxon ruling class of 
England was replaced by Normans. By 1087:

- The king owned 100% of the land in England. Everyone now only 
rented their land from him

- Over half the land was held by 180 “tenants-in-chief”. Only two 
of these were Anglo-Saxons

- A quarter of the land was held by the church.

- One-fifth of the land was private land of the king – the “Royal 
Estates”

- Less than five percent of the land was held by Anglo-Saxons



Why did William make this a priority?
The ___________ of 1068, 1069 and 1079 showed William that the powerful 
Anglo-Saxon earls could not be ________. 

He took their _____ and granted them to his loyal Norman followers instead. He 
was careful not to give anyone too much land, not even his closest friends. Land 
was ______ because it provided large amounts of money and men to fight in your 
armies. The ______________ earls had owned too much land and been too 
powerful for the Anglo-Saxon kings to control. 

Before 1066, there were around 4,000 _______ (local lords) in England. In the 
Anglo-Saxon rebellions the thegns had ___________ their Earls like Edwin and 
Morcar. Eadric the Wild and __________________were also examples of powerful 
thegns who led rebellions of their own. 

However, by 1087 these thegns were no longer a ______. Their Anglo-Saxon earls 
had been replaced by Norman tenants-in-chief and most thegns had been forced 
into being _____ to their Norman lords in order to keep what little land they still 
owned. Any thegns that resisted had been made landless and powerless and most 
of these had left the ________. 

Anglo-Saxon / country / rebellions / power / supported / lands / trusted / thegns / 
loyal / Hereward the Wake / threat
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How did Anglo-
Saxons lose their 

land?

By Forfeit
When an Anglo-Saxon rebelled against 

William, he could be punished by “forfeiting” 
his land. This meant he lost his land and the 

King could give it to whoever he liked.

New Earldoms
Using lands that had been forfeited, William 

could create new earldoms that he could grant 
to his followers, reducing the size of some of 

the bigger Anglo-Saxon earldoms. The 
Marcher Earldoms are a good example of this.

Land Grabs
Greedy Norman lords would illegally take land from their Anglo-Saxon 

neighbours. This would be through corrupt deals and trickery, or by 
military seizure. The Anglo-Saxons could appeal and try to get their 

land back but this was rarely granted in areas of revolt or resistance.



Legal changes 

William changed the way land was held in England. 

Before, under the Anglo-Saxons, land ownership had been 
very secure. If you owned land, it was difficult to take it off 

you.

Under the Normans however, it became much less secure. This 
was deliberate, it gave the Norman tenants more control and 

lessened the chance of revolt. 



Land under the Anglo-Saxons Land under the Normans


